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Recommendations
"I had the pleasure of working with Mary at RC2/Learning Curve and when we needed 
an Art & Design Director at SoftPlay, I contacted her right away. She knows the toy and 
juvenile markets very well and excels at product innovation. She helped SoftPlay to 
expand our book line by developing books that crossed over more into toy, while 
sourcing and managing book illustrators. Mary is great at creating product design 
specifications that are detailed and clear. She is a very creative and talented designer 
and illustrator with a real sensibility for balancing functionality and aesthetics while 
minimizing product cost. Mary is a dedicated, hard worker and it has been a pleasure 
working with her."

 Michelle Underhill, Director of Marketing & Product Development, SoftPlay, Inc., 
worked directly with Mary at SoftPlay Inc.

"As a person who has worked with countless designers, art directors and 'creatives' over 
the years, I can truly appreciate the talent level that Mary brings to the table. Scribbles 
on cocktail napkins they are not, but rather an elite level of craftsmanship from sketch to 
finished design. I am amazed by her level of artistic talent and mostly the product she 
turns out in the time that this fast-paced industry demands. Catch her if you can and hold 
her if you've got her...cause she is a rarity in today's business world!"
 Richard Weber, President, Webwork Illustration, Inc., worked directly with Mary at 
RC2 Corp/Learning Curve & SoftPlay Inc

"Mary is reliably creative. She has great mental health meaning she handles the stress 
that comes with product design and development in a sales oriented business setting. 
She is a consummate professional. I would hire her again in a heart beat. Feel free to 
call me for more detailed recommendation. John Lee 312 493-1725"
 John Lee, President / Founder, Learning Curve Brands, Inc. / RC2, managed 
Mary indirectly at Learning Curve Brands, Inc.

"Mary creates clear, crisp original graphics. They tell the story and then "stay out of the 
way." She is fast and economical with her time and the time of others."

Dick Rothkopf, Chairman, Learning Curve International, managed Mary indirectly at 
Learning Curve Brands, Inc.

"Beautifully creative, resoundingly talented. Clever and insightful. Mary is a vibrant 
person and outstanding designer."
 Maureen O'Connor Salazar, Design Manager, Learning Curve, RC2, worked 
directly with Mary at Learning Curve International, Inc.,

"Mary is an innovative, energetic and highly creative designer. Mary is able to very 
quickly create concepts that are on target with the brand direction as well as being 
exciting and fun. Mary's enthusiasm is contagious. I would want Mary on my team if I 
was working in another atmosphere which required an innovative designer."

— Carol Semrad, SPHR, Director Human Resources, Learning Curve 
International, managed Mary indirectly at Learning Curve Brands, Inc.

— 
"I have worked on projects as a vendor for Mary Lenehan at both Learning Curve/RC2 
and Softplay Books over the past decade. We have collaborated on designs ranging 
from concept to completion on both 2D and 3D projects. Mary is organized, efficient and 
an excellent communicator. She is always a joy to work with even on the most 
challenging of projects."

— John McDavitt, Owner, McDavitt Design Studio, Inc, was a consultant or 
contractor to Mary at SoftPlay Inc.


